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ABSTRACT

Recommending lifestyle articles is of immediate interest to the e-

commerce industry and is beginning to a�ract research a�ention.

O�en followed strategies, such as recommending popular items

are inadequate for this vertical because of two reasons. Firstly,

users have their own personal preference over items, referred to as

personal styles, which lead to the long-tail phenomenon. Secondly,

each user displays multiple personas, each persona has a preference

over items which could be dictated by a particular occasion, e.g.

dressing for a party would be di�erent from dressing to go to

o�ce. Recommendation in this vertical is crucially dependent on

discovering styles for each of the multiple personas. �ere is no

literature which addresses this problem.

We posit a generative model which describes each user by a Sim-

plex Over PERsona, SOPER, where a persona is described as the in-

dividuals preferences over prevailing styles modelled as topics over

items. �e choice of simplex and the long-tail nature necessitates

the use of stick-breaking process. �e main technical contribution

is an e�cient collapsed Gibbs sampling based algorithm for solving

the a�endant inference problem.

Trained on large-scale interaction logs spanning more than half-

a-million sessions collected from an e-commerce portal, SOPER out-

performs previous baselines such as [9] by a large margin of 35%

in identifying persona. Consequently it outperforms several com-

petitive baselines comprehensively on the task of recommending

from a catalogue of roughly 150 thousand lifestyle articles, by im-

proving the recommendation quality as measured by AUC by a

staggering 12.23%, in addition to aiding the interpretability of un-

covered personal and fashionable styles thus advancing our precise

understanding of the underlying phenomena.
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1 INTRODUCTION

With the advent of Internet, e-commerce portals have started see-

ing signi�cant activity in the lifestyle segment. Products such as

apparels, fashion accessories are o�en classi�ed as lifestyle articles.

Recommending such products are considered to be di�cult and is

beginning to gain a�ention in academic community [9, 18].

�e di�culty in recommending lifestyle products arises primar-

ily due to certain unique characteristics. Firstly, sales of lifestyle

products [9] exhibit a long-tail behaviour where large number of

products are sold only a few times. �is can be a�ributed to the fact

that lifestyle vertical o�ers substantially larger number of choices

in every category of products when compared to other categories

such as consumer electronics. �is allows each user to demonstrate

their individual preferences in choosing a product, which o�en

results in items being sold in small numbers. Secondly, it is also

to be noted that user choices are not solely dependent on their

individuality but also depends on prevailing popular trends of the

day, o�en called fashion. �irdly, users display multiple personas

while making clothing choices. Persona can be understood as the

fact that certain combinations of products are well suited for certain

occasions.

Understanding user preferences and the ability to elicit fashion-

able styles from such long-tail phenomena remains a challenging

open problem which may lead to more e�ective recommendation.

Interestingly, it has been observed that, pro�t in the long-tail is sig-

ni�cantly more in e-commerce than physical stores [14]. Moreover,

recommending products at long-tail catering to users style pro-

vides a one-stop-shopping feeling and increases overall customer

satisfaction [1, 3].

In this paper we address some of the aforementioned open prob-

lems. �ere is no accepted de�nition of style, but [6, 18] suggests

that a combination of items preferred by the users can be called

as styles. �is idea has been further re�ned in a recent paper [9]

where style is de�ned as a probability distribution over items which

paves the way for using tools such as Latent Dirichlet allocation

(LDA) [2]. It partially addresses the problem of eliciting fashion-

able styles, however it misses some of the styles which are popular

only in a sub-community, o�en called Alt-fashion
1
. But the biggest

drawback is there is no provision of �nding personas.

�e aim of this paper is to study the problem of discovering

personas of individuals and make appropriate recommendations for

lifestyle articles. In particular, we a�empt to answer the following

questions: (a.) Can we identify persona of a user from collective

session logs? (b.) O�en, popular styles of the day are called fashion,

1
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can we detect personas of users in�uenced by fashion ? (c.) Can

we detect consistent styles ? (d.) Can we utilize the discovered

personas to develop be�er recommendation algorithm ?Keeping

this question in mind we make the following contributions

Contributions.

• �e main contribution of this paper is a novel generative

model which views users preference as a simplex over

personas, SOPER
2
. SOPER explicitly tries to capture the

in�uence of styles on the persona of each user and is natu-

rally suited for handling the long-tail phenomena unique

to the lifestyle vertical. In keeping with Bayesian nonpara-

metric setup SOPER uses stick-breaking process (SBP) [11]

as a prior over the simplices.

• �e elegance of SBP brings in the challenge in inference

mechanism which is non-standard in topic models dealing

with Drichlet distributions. However, we could derive an

e�cient collapsed Gibbs sampling inference, that requires

to sample only one additional set of random variables com-

pared to LDA.

• Based on SOPER, we develop a recommendation algorithm

that utilizes the simplex over personas. We propose to rec-

ommend items by identifying users with similar persona

as identi�ed by SOPER. �e recommendations comprehen-

sively outperform the state-of-the-art LDA-based baseline

[9] and several other competitive baselines.

• SOPER can be used to uncover various insights from the

data which are otherwise hard to discover. Among other

things, we are able to identify users who lack individuality

when it comes to purchasing lifestyle articles and can be

said to be a�ected by fashion of the day. Moreover, the

styles discovered demonstrates considerable interpretabil-

ity and purity.

2 ANALYSIS OF LIFESTYLE CLICK-LOGS AND

PROBLEM FORMULATION

In this section, we describe data sampling and �ltering steps and

narrate salient observations on the existence of multiple buyer

personas.

2.1 Dataset description

Our datasets comprise of samples drawn from anonymised click-
logs harvested at an e-commerce portal that serves ∼ 100 million

registered users in India. �e click-logs comprise of user-item

interactions aggregated across several facets of engagement, e.g.

product search, recommendation, and browsing product listings.

We randomly sample ∼ 10K users who had interacted with several

lifestyle categories - spanning apparels, fashion accessories, and,

beauty and personal care products - over a span of ∼ 18 months.

Further, we retain only their high-intent interactions - additions

to wish-lists and shopping carts, and purchases. Finally, we prune

away users containing unusually high number of purchases(>1000)

and sessions(>700), and also prune away products with either very

high(>1000) or very low(<5) purchase frequencies.

2
One could expand the acronym as Simplex Over PERsona

Table 1: Descriptive statistics for DM and DW .

Dataset U |I | |L|

DM 10K ∼ 150K ∼ 1.5M
DW 10K ∼ 150K ∼ 2.5M

Figure 1: x-axis denotes percentage of popular products

present in Lu , and y-axis denotes the percentage of users

belonging to the corresponding bucket. We see a mode near

20%, as well as a skew towards the le�-tail indicating that

most users interact with less-popular items.

To study gender-speci�c idiosyncrasies, the click-logs are further

classi�ed into two datasets, DW and DM , comprising of interac-

tions with lifestyle categories that cater to the feminine and the

masculine genders, respectively.

We will use the following notation throughout the paper. Let

L = ∪u ∈{1, ...,U }Lu denote a collection of user-speci�c click-logs,

where the anonymised users are represented with unique identi-

�ers u. Each of these click-logs, Lu , records user interactions of

the form {et | t ∈ Tu } interpreted as follows: the user u had inter-

acted with the item, e .i ∈ I, at time t during her tenure, Tu . �e

item a�ributes, as obtained from the lifestyle product catalogue, is

generically represented as i .a ∈ A, where A refers to the universe

of item a�ributes spanning colour, fabric, price, and the occasion it

is suitable for.

We further partition each of these click-logs, based on the event

time-stamps, into sessions, {Lu,s | s ∈ Su }, where every new

session is assumed to be initiated a�er 30 minutes of inactivity. In

other words, for every et ∈ Lu,s and et ′ ∈ Lu,s ′ , where s , s ′,
|et − et ′ | ≥ 30m. �e scale of these two datasets are summarised in

Table 1.

2.2 Evidence of multiple buyer personas

Unlike the electronics and home appliances categories, where buy-

ers’ choices tend to align with population-wide choices, lifestyle

buyers demonstrate a great degree of diversity in terms of their

choices as evident from �gure 1. �e top-1% items in lifestyle appeal

to less than 5% of the buyers, and more than 85% of the buyers pur-

chased items that fall in the bo�om 5% of popularity, demonstrating

the long tail of choices.



Furthermore, we observe that roughly 55% of the buyers had

shopped for 4 or more occasions in DM , whereas it is ∼ 75% in

the DW dataset. �ese observations, together, has motivated us to

model an user as simplex over several personas.

2.3 Problem description: Modelling buyer

personas

To explain the aforementioned diversity of choices and the presence

of diverse shopping occasions within Lu ,∀u ∈ [U ], we postulate

the existence of multiple buyer personas for each user. We investi-

gate the problem of learning these personas from the click-logs, L,

and further investigate their conformity with the popular fashion.

Existing literature around lifestyle item recommendation in e-

commerce (see [9] and references therein) is sparse and have not yet

a�empted the problem of discovering personas. What makes the

problem particularly challenging is the high degree of variability

across users; with some users possessing only one persona, while

the rest clearly manifesting a multitude of them.

3 SOPER: SIMPLEX OVER PERSONAS

In this section, we will develop the proposed model SOPER. First

we will discuss relevant background and notations followed by

the principal approach. �en we will describe details of SOPER,

associated inference algorithm, comparison with the state of the

art methods, and the recommendation algorithm based on SOPER.

3.1 Notation and background

We de�ne notations here, which will be used throughout this sec-

tion. δx denotes an atomic distribution where x is called as atom.

P =
∑
i wiδxi denotes that p(xi |P) = wi . (xi ) denotes an ordered

set of variables with index i . {xi } denotes a set of same class of

variables. [k] denotes integers 0 to k . 1I denotes a vector of length

I , where each element is one.

LDA[2] is a probabilistic generative model that has been used

earlier by [9] to model lifestyle data. LDA uses a single distribution

over styles for each user, thus it uses one persona for a user. Styles

are shared among the users, but proportions over them vary across

the users. For each activity, LDA �rst samples a style given the per-

sona of the user, and given the style it samples an item. �us, LDA

can model personal preferences but cannot separate out multiple

personas.

Dirichlet Process (DP) [5] is a Bayesian NonParametric (BNP)

prior that can be used to automatically select model complexity

given observations. DP is highly explored but is not suitable in

many cases, where SBP can be useful.

Stick-breaking process (SBP) can be de�ned as follows. Any

a.s. discrete probability measure P is a stick-breaking process (SBP)

[11] if it can be represented as

P =
∑∞
i=1

wiδxi ,w1 = v1, w j = vj
∏j−1

l=1
(1 −vl )

aj ,bj > 0, vj ∼ Beta(aj ,bj ), x j ∼ H (1)

H is a di�use measure over a measurable space (Ω,B) and {aj ,bj }
are set of parameters. �e construction of (wi ) assures that

∑∞
i=1

wi =

1 which makesP a probability measure over countably in�nite num-

ber of atoms. Stick-breaking representation of DP is a special case

of SBP under suitable choice of parameters.

3.2 Approach

We �rst describe our approach intuitively here, discussing the limi-

tations of the state-of-the-art methods.

Existence of multiple personas is natural in human beings, where

a persona re�ects a state of the mind or preference
3
. Any individual

can go for online shopping with various personas in di�erent times.

For example, a school teacher who is also a mother, a wife, and a

daughter will have at least �ve personas. When she is shopping for

the annual festival at the school, she will be looking at very di�erent

items than what she will be looking as a daughter to buy a gi� for

her mother’s birthday.

�e major limitation of the existing methods is that, they either

(i) split the information corresponding to a user into multiple parts

based on sessions, and model each of them independently, or (ii)

model the entire information corresponding to a user using a single

persona. Both the options are suboptimal due to the following

reasons. In the �rst case, models will fail to utilize the fact that a

user can wear the same persona in multiple sessions, so modeling

them together can bene�t in learning. However, the challenge is

that, it is a priori hard to know which sessions cater to the same

persona. We need an automated way to learn that implicitly. In

the second case where models use a single persona, they clearly

miss the fact that a user has multiple quite di�erent preferences.

Considering our example above, representing a user’s interest as a

mix of story books, ethnic wears, and kitchen accessories cater to a

very gross level picture and fails to su�ciently specialize the model

to the speci�c needs of a person depending on her current state of

the mind at the time of shopping. One immediate impact of these

limitations is that, such models fail to recommend items which are

in the long-tail of the users’ preferences.

In this paper, we propose to model a user using multiple personas,

which is the key component in the proposed method SOPER. In

the probabilistic generative model framework of SOPER, we use

a distribution over multiple personas for each user, and when a

person logs into a shopping session, SOPER samples a suitable

persona �rst.

Once, we get a persona, we get a preference for the user. For

example, for themother persona in our example, we get a preference

for children section, and she may look for items suitable for her

children which can be from clothes, sports, toys or books sections.

In the probabilistic framework of SOPER, we de�ne a persona as a

distribution over styles, where style is a coherent collection of items,

where coherence is de�ned in terms of occasion, purpose, category

etc [9]. �us there are styles speci�c to the items in the children

section for clothes, sports, toys or books. Styles are common across

all the users, and there are �nite number of them. But di�erent users

have di�erent proportions over them, which are the personas for

the users.In the following subsections we will describe the details

of the proposed method SOPER.

3
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Item-3

Item-1 Item-2

brown circles:

styles

yellow circles: 

actual preferences

Standard method

(single persona)

Style-3 (Alt Fashion)

Style-1 (Fashion)

Persona-1

Persona-3

Persona-2

Style-2

Persona-3

Persona-1 Persona-2

green circles:

admixture of personas

Figure 2: Illustration of the main concept in SOPER. �e le� simplex shows styles as distribution over items. �e middle

simplex shows persona as distribution over styles. �e right simplex shows user as admixture of personas. Major contribution

in SOPER is the middle and the right simplices. In the middle simplex, there are three styles at the vertices. Style-3 is alt-

fashion (less popular). Yellow circles denote preference of a user in various sessions. Standard methods using one persona

tries to emphasize the fashionable style. SOPER using multiple personas (three here) can model users preference better by

covering a larger probability space. For example, persona-3 can model alt-fashion for this user e�ectively. �e right simplex

is modeled using SBP, that allows to model users multiple personas from activity logs. Figure 3 gives the generative model

description of SOPER that implements this concept.

3.3 Style and persona

Style. Recall that, style is a distribution over items [9]. We denote

styles using {βs , s = 1, 2, . . . , S}, considering S styles, and de�ne

each style as

βs =
I∑
i=1

βsiδi , s.t. (βs1, . . . , βsI ) ∼ Dirichlet(η1I ), (2)

where η is a scalar hyper-parameter. Dirichlet is a suitable distri-

bution to model such random variables, so that 0 ≤ βsi ≤ 1, and∑I
i=1

βsi = 1. It is appropriate to mention here that, styles can be

fashionable if they have high weight in terms of βsi over popular

items in the dataset. Otherwise, if a style has high weight over

unpopular items, they correspond to alt-fashion.

Persona. A persona of a user relates to the preference over

styles keeping in mind some impending ocassion or a role. Topic

modeling literature provides a natural de�nition to such objects.

γu =
S∑
s=1

θusδβs , s.t. (θu1, . . . ,θuS ) ∼ Dirichlet(α1S ) (3)

Again, the Dirichlet prior over (θus ) ensures that 0 ≤ θus ≤ 1,

and

∑S
s=1

θus = 1. θus indicates the weight of the persona γu on

the global style βs . If a persona shows a strong preference on one

of the styles, e.g. θus ≥ 0.9, then the style indexed by s could be

understood as strongly in�uencing the user.

State of the art method by [9] comprises of the components

described above. One key limitation of their work is to use single

persona for each user, and thus they can model only one preference

over the styles. Modeling multiple personas of users using their

activity logs is non-trivial, and there is no immediate work that

addresses this problem (discussed more in Section 3.8), which is the

main contribution of the paper.

3.4 User is an admixture of her personas

Experimental data suggests that in most sessions only one of the

personas are active but there are sessions in which there are mul-

tiple personas in play. If in each session only one of the personas

were active one could have used a simple probabilistic mixture

model. Keeping in mind the empirical evidence we posit that sim-

ple mixture maybe inadequate and a more appropriate model of

user could be an admixture of her personas.

Simplex over personas. �is hypothesis is modelled as follows,

we use a set of J personas {γuj }
J
j=1

, and for each user u, we de�ne

a simplex over personas as follows.

Γu =

J∑
j=1

ρujδγuj , γuj =
S∑
s=1

θujsδβs (4)

where {ρuj } should be de�ned in such a way that 0 ≤ ρuj ≤ 1, and∑J
j=1

ρuj = 1. Figure 2 illustrates the concept of SOPER.

Discovering in�uence of fashion through personas. ρuj
de�nes a weight over the jth persona of the uth user. On the other

hand, for the jth persona γuj , θujs de�nes the weight over the sth
style, and βsi de�nes the weight over the ith item. To understand

the in�uence of fashion on users, we de�ne following variables:

ϕujs = ρujθujs , ψuji =
∑S
s=1

ϕujs βsi . (5)

�us, ϕujs denotes the in�uence of the sth style on the uth user

re�ected in the jth persona. If sth style has high probability over the

popular items, thenϕujs corresponds to the in�uence of fashionable

style to user u, otherwise ϕujs corresponds to the individualistic

taste of the user.

ψuji gives the probability of the ith item corresponding to the

jth persona of the uth user. By looking into the popularity of items

in the dataset and comparing withψuji , we can categorize the jth



• For s = 1, 2, . . . , S
– Sample styles βs ∼ Dirichlet(α1S )

• For each user u = 1, 2, . . . ,U
– Sample simplex over persona Γu ∼ SBP(a1,a2)

– For each activity session a = 1, 2, . . . ,Au
∗ For each item i = 1, 2, . . . , Iua

· Sample persona µuai ∼ Γu
· Sample style νuai ∼ µuai
· Sample product item xuai ∼ νuai

Figure 3: Model description of SOPER. One key component

is the simplex over personas for each user Γu with SBP as a

prior. Figure 2 illustrates the concept.

persona of the uth user as fashionable or individualistic. It is found

in our experiments that, a large number of users have individualis-

tic as well as fashionable personas. LDA completely misses this fact,

and is forced to label users as either fashionable or individualistic.

In order to model personas, we advocate a Bayesian nonpara-

metric (BNP) route and hence we would require a suitable prior

over the simplex governing the admixture. We are not aware of

any suitable prior which could work with the overall model. We

posit an SBP prior over this model which we describe next.

3.5 SBP as a prior for simplex over personas

Using SBP as a prior we model the simplex over personas as Γu ∼
SBP(a1,a2). Following Eq. (1), we describe it as follows:

Γu =
∑J
j=1

ρujδγuj ,

ρu1 = vu1, ρuj = vuj
∏j−1

l=1
(1 −vul ) j ∈ [J − 1],vu J = 1, (6)

where vuj ∼ Beta(a1,a2). Figure 3 describes the generative model

of SOPER.

Advantage of SBP. �e challenge in modeling multiple per-

sonas is that, Γu will be very di�erent across the users, as some

users have high variability in preferences leading to a larger num-

ber of personas, whereas some users have low variability leading

to a low number of personas. �erefore, the e�ective size of the

simplex over personas Γu will be very di�erent across users. BNP

priors have been found useful in such cases.

DP is a common choice in BNP, and is e�ective in general mixture

models. However, DP has two limitations: (i) it fails to model high

variability within a document due to its high rich ge�ing richer

e�ect, that is one atom tends to get more a�ention, (ii) DP does not

allow sharing of atoms across measures, that is personas can not be

shared across di�erent activity sessions, and one needs to resort to

a truncated ad-hoc version which is a very special case of SBP [11].

On the other hand, SBP allows sharing of atoms, and also allows to

model high variability within a document.

Collapsed Gibbs sampling inferences are generally preferred in

topic models due to its simplicity and e�ciency. However, SBP is

highly un-explored in topic models, and inference mechanism is

non-standard. We will need to marginalize out the weights over

personas {ρuj } (Eq. 6), which is the main challenge in deriving

a collapsed Gibbs sampling inference mechanism of SOPER. We

discuss our approach below.

3.6 Inference procedure for SOPER

�e generative model gives the modeling principle, and through

inference given the observed user activities {xuai } we infer the

variables corresponding to style, persona.

�e usual trick for collapsed Gibbs sampling inference is change

of variables. We will follow that, and simplify the inference proce-

dure to marginalize out all the continuous random variables and

work with discrete random variables. Note that, observations xuai s
are discrete variables, and using conjugacy with Dirichlet distri-

bution we can collapse styles {βs }. Let zuai = s i� νuai = βs , and

buai = j i� µuai = γuj . By z and b we will denote the set of all z
and b variables. �e main challenge in the inference is to infer b,

which also denotes the additional set of variables over LDA.

3.6.1 Inference mechanism for SBP prior. �e atoms i.e. persona

(γu1,γu2, . . . ,γu J ) are independent of the weights; so we can de-

couple the inference for weights over persona and inference for

persona. �e inference due to persona will be done using the con-

jugacy between Dirichlet and multinomial distribution. For the

weights, we will utilize the relationship between SBP and general-
ized Dirichlet distribution(GDD) [4]. �e weights over atoms in SBP

(ρu1, ρu2, . . . , ρu J ) are distributed as GDD. Interestingly, GDD is

also conjugate to multinomial distribution similar to Dirichlet dis-

tribution. �at will help us to integrate out the weights. Following,

GDD the density of ρu = (ρuj ) is:

fρu =

J−2∏
j=1

ρa1−1

uj (1 −
∑j
l=1

ρul )
−κl

B(a1,a2)
(7)

where B(a1,a2) =
Γ(a1)Γ(a2)

Γ(a1+a2)
. κl = −a1 for l = 1, 2, . . . , J − 2 and

κ J−1 = a2 − 1. Note that, ρu J = 1 −
∑J−1

l=1
ρul .

Now using the conjugacy between GDD and multinomial we

integrate out ρs and vs. Following the de�nition of buai , we can

say that buai ∼ multinomial(ρu ), and ρu ∼ GD J−1
(a1,a2), then

the posterior distribution of ρu given (buai )s is again a GDD with

density

GD J−1
(ā11
, . . . , ā1 J−1

, ā21
, . . . , ā2 J−1

)

, where ā1 j = a1 + n
−uai
uaj , ā2 j = a2 +

∑J
l=j+1

n−uaiual . where nuaj is

the count number of times bual = j and n−uaiuaj is without counting

for assignment of buai .
�us we compute conditional p(buai = j |b−uai ), for j < J as

a1 + n
−usi
uaj

a1 + a2 +
∑J
r=j n

−uai
uar

∏
l<j

a2 +
∑J
s=l+1

n−uaiual

a1 + a2 +
∑J
s=l n

−uai
ual

and p(buai = J |b
−uai ) = 1 −

∑J−1

l=1
p(buai = l |b

−uai ).



3.6.2 Sampling persona. �e posterior probability of selecting

persona can be found to be as below:

p(buai = j |b−uai , z) (8)

∝ p(zuai |buai = j, z−uai )p(buai = j |b−uai )

=
α + n−uaiu jzuai

Kα + n−uaiu j
p(buai = j |b−uai )

where n−uaiu jzuai
and n−uaiu j are the counts of number of times per-

sona j is used with style given by zuai and all styles respectively,

excluding the assignment of buai .

3.6.3 Sampling style. �e conditional probability of style assign-

ment to item i at session a for user u can be expressed as:

p(zuai = s |x, z−uai ) (9)

∝ p(xuai |zuai = s, z−uai )p(zuai = s |z−uai )

=
η + n−uaisxuai

Iη + n−uais

α + n−uaiubuaik

Kα + n−uaiubuai

where n−uaisxuai and n−uais are respectively number of times item xuai
is assigned with style s total number of times style s has been used,

excluding assignment of zuai .
Equations (8), (9) together form the inference procedure of SOPER.

3.7 SOPER based recommendation algorithm

Armed with the simplices over personas, {Γu }
U
u=1

, spanned by {γuj }
J
j=1

,

∀u ∈ [U ], as learnt with SOPER, we adopt a nearest neighbour

based strategy to recommend lifestyle articles to each user by �rst

identifying k most similar users in terms of personas, and then

recommending from their interaction history. To enable this, we

endow the space of simplices with a distance measure. We begin

with representing the user u in terms of the bag of items she has

interacted with, fu , a vector whose ith component is de�ned by

fui =
nu,i
|Lu |

| ∀i ∈ I, (10)

where nu,i is the frequency of the item i in user u’s click-log, Lu .

Also, we �nd a projection of fu on her own persona-simplex to �nd

best �t pro�le,
ˆfu , using Equation (11) and pu�ing v = u. Next, we

use Equation (11) to project
ˆfu to the persona-simplex of any other

user v ∈ [U ], ˆfuv

argmin

{α j }
J
j=1

fu − ∑
j ∈[J ]

α j · γv j


2

subject to 0 ≤ α j ≤ 1, ∀j ∈ [J ],
∑
j ∈[J ]

α j = 1.

(11)

�is enables us to compute the persona wise distance between

any pairs of users, (u,v) ∈ [U ] × [U ] by computing

 ˆfu − ˆfuv


2

.

�e resulting k nearest neighbour algorithm operates in the space

of simplices thus de�ned. To �nd similar users for all the users

in the data-set, the complexity of the algorithm is O(|U |2 J3).�e

complexity of projection can be improved from O(J3) to O(J log J ),
since it is a convex problem which includes projection of a vector

into simplex of probability.

�is algorithm beni�ts the property of multiple personas found by

SOPER in capturing users with similar personas, which is not pos-

sible with a single pro�le of users in state-of-art nearest neighbour

methods. Let N (u,k) be the list of k nearest neighbours for user

u in sorted order of the distance calculated using the above proce-

dure. �e list of items to be recommended to u, ∀u ∈ [U ], is �nally

generated by arranging the items interacted with by v ∈ N (u,k) in

non-increasing order of frequency and recommending from the top

of the sorted list, a�er excluding the items already purchased by u.

3.8 Related works

LDA has been used earlier to model lifestyle data [9], but LDA fails

to model multiple personas. [12] has proposed a topic model in a

di�erent context of expertise modeling which is the closest to this

work. However, they use one persona to model each document,

which is a signi�cant di�erence, as they assume that authors’ role in

any document is consistent which is not the case with e-commerce

users. �us, using oner persona per document makes the model

by [12] similar to LDA and does not apply here in the problem of

modeling users.

Session based models are common in modeling lifestyle data

[7, 8, 16, 17]. However, all of them focus on short-term needs of

users. �is makes it very hard to learn personas of users just looking

at the small window of a session. Moreover, they will not work

to model item-item and user-user relationships across the entire

data and consider high variability in preferences over a large and

diverse of items. Another limitation of such models is that, they

being based on recurrent neural network (RNN) is able to look into

local sequence of items which is suitable at the session level, but

fail to model high level co-occurrence statistics, where generative

models are found very e�ective.

�ere is a di�erent line of work, where users and items are repre-

sented in a common space, and compute a�nity between users and

items to optimize AUC directly [10, 13]. We have used only users’

activity logs, without using any information about the items. �is

family of models do not apply in our case. Nevertheless, it is worth

to mention that, recently it has been observed that representing

users by multiple vectors can be useful for such models too [19, 20].

[19] considers maximum similarity among the users’ vectors with

a item’s vector, which greedily �nd maximum possible items for

each user, and does not cater to the occasion based persona that

we aim here. [20] overcomes this issue by using a projection based

method similar to us. However, they fail to model the fact that

users’ preference is generally coherent within a session, and di-

verse across the sessions, where similar preference can be observed

in di�erent sessions. As a consequence, they lack the ability to

perform in the presence of sparsity at the long-tail. �e hierarchical

Bayesian modeling framework of SOPER allows us to model this

phenomenon appropriately which is hard using existing matrix

factorization based methods.

4 EMPIRICAL EVALUATION

In this section we will study SOPER empirically. First, we will

validate SOPER in terms of the goodness of �t. Next, we will assess

the ability of SOPER to discover styles and personas. �e work

presented in [9] is the closest to our work and is an immediate



Table 2: Comparison on modeling ability in terms of Per-

plexity (less is better). SOPER is able to increase ability with

the increase in number of styles, whereas LDA detoriates.

DW DM

# Styles 20 40 20 40

LDA 13.7 13.8 14.2 14.3

SOPER 5.3 4.1 4.3 3.1

baseline. Later we will show application of SOPER to a problem of

immense importance in e-commerce – recommendation.

Dataset description. We report results from experiments con-

ducted on two large-scale datasets, DM and DW, described in detail

in section 2.1. We split the datasets into train and test datasets as

follows. In order to generate the test dataset for an user u ∈ [U ],
we �rst select one of her sessions, s ∈ Su , uniformly at random,

and then we set aside one randomly selected item from Lu,s for

testing and erase it from the train dataset for u. For each user, the

aforementioned procedure is repeated
|Su |

4
times to generate the

test dataset. �e remainder ofLu is reserved for training. Note that,

for each user, we ensure that no item from the test set is present

in the train. Average number of items in test dataset per user for

dataset DW is 10 and is 8 for DM.

We reiterate that the total number of sessions are ∼ 1.5M and

∼ 2.5M for DM and DW , respectively, leading to a large scale

Bayesian modelling problem. Furthermore, we use categorical at-

tributes of items present in the datasets to analyze and evaluate

styles and personas found. �ese a�ributes are not used while

learning SOPER model.

4.1 Evaluation of modelling ability

�e �rst check one needs to do for evaluating any probabilistic

generative model is that, how good it explains some un-seen data.

Perplexity is one commonly used metric in this regards. If nu is the

number of events in the test dataset corresponding to user u ∈ [U ],
the perplexity can be computed as follows:

perplexity = exp

−(
∑
u ∈[U ] lnp(wu ))∑U

u=1
nu

. (12)

Results. �e results onDW and that onDM is tabulated in Table

2. SOPER shows lower perplexity than LDA with good margin on

both the data-sets. As we increase the number of styles, it increases

complexity of the model, but it is also increasing the ability of the

models. Interesting to note that, increasing number of styles in

increasing the modeling ability of SOPER and we achieve be�er

perplexity, whereas LDA su�ers to utilize the additional complexity.

4.2 Evaluation on discovering styles

Recall that, style is a coherent set of items where coherence is in

terms of some a�ribute. So we verify the coherence or purity in

detection of style.

For the design cues, we rely upon [15] and the folklore. From

Figure 4, we observe that the style demonstrate purity in that a

style rarely contains both party and formal wears, or both light and

dark shades for that ma�er. We also note a few interesting facts:

Table 3: Consistent personas found by LDA and SOPER for

20 styles (numbers are percentage). Personas are anal-

ysed for di�erent attributes and combination of attributes.

SOPER is able to �nd more consistent personas. Occ. means

Occasion and Colr. means Color.

Attribute Occ. Colr. Price

&

Occ

Price

&

Colr.

Occ.

&

Colr

ALL

DW

LDA 67.4 48.2 66.6 47.6 37.3 36.8

SOPER 76.8 83.0 74.7 82.9 66.7 66.6

DM

LDA 67.1 58.7 67.0 55.3 41.5 41.4

SOPER 84.2 83.5 81.5 80.8 72.2 69.6

e.g. party wears are typically of dark shades and are expensive, and

that the festive wears are expensive and come in light shades. Since

the items in each style potentially belong to di�erent categories,

we �rst divide the price ranges for each of those categories into 2

bins based on the median price. From Figure 4, we observe that

each style caters to either the high or the low end of the spectrum.

A sample of the styles presented herein can be found in Figure 5.

We note that styles are primarily of two kinds: one consisting of

items predominantly from the same category, and the other with

thematically coherent items from di�erent categories. In particular,

style-3 depicts low-priced mixed-shade party wears, whereas style-

4 have representatives from lower-body apparels and accessories. It

is instructive to note that the corresponding heat maps from Figure

4 are in unison.

�e signi�cance of this result is that, SOPER did not have access

to any of these item a�ributes, but SOPER is e�ective enough to

discover coherent styles which can be a�ributed to the ability to

model each user appropriately.

4.3 Evaluation on discovering personas

As we argued in Section 2, and it is also very intuitive that most

people have mix of fashionable and individualistic persona. We

verify how good our model discovers such personas. We have used

quantitative as well as qualitative approaches.

Methodology. As discussed in Section 3.4, to analyse the per-

sonas {γuj }
J
j=1

of each user u derived from the model, we utilize

the quantity {ψuji } de�ned in Eq. (5). Recall that, high value in

(ψuji ) denotes a set of items preferred by the uth user in her jth
persona using the sth style. By inspecting top k items in (ψuji ), we

can infer several information about the jth persona of the uth user.

We validate following properties.

Consistency of discovered personas. We take top 10 products

in (ψuji ), and check the a�ributes of them. If 60% of them belong

to the same a�ribute class, we label the jth persona of the uth user

as consistent. In Table 3, we report the result for LDA as well as

SOPER. SOPER is able to �nd more consistent personas.

It can be observed that almost all personas are consistent with

price a�ributes, irrespective of the model. It can also be observed



Figure 4: A heat map over item attributes for each of the styles detected by SOPER. Each column represents a single style,

denoted by its index. Each row represents an item attribute. For example, top two rows focus on the price, whereas the last

two rows depict the colour palette. �e styles are sorted such that the price decreases as one reads from le� to right.

Figure 5: A sample of styles from DW detected by SOPER.

Each column represents one distinct style. �ality of the

detected styles is clearly visible here.

Table 4: Percentage of users categorized as fashionable, in-

dividualistic, or mix of both fashionable and individualistic.

LDA can not discover users of mix category.

Persona LDA - Fash-

ionable

LDA - Indi-

vidualistic

SOPER - Mix 40.47 69.36

SOPER - Fashionable 58.27 26.68

SOPER - Individualistic 1.26 3.94

that, even with a subset of a�ributes SOPER is able to �nd more

consistent personas. Also, Occasion and Color a�ribute are not con-

sistent in persona derived from LDA, while SOPER �nds consistent

personas with Occasion and Color. It was also observed that SOPER

could �nd distinct consistent personas for more than 50% of users.

Discovering fashionable and individualistic personas. For

this evaluation, we have labelled each persona into two kinds: (i)

individualistic, and (ii) fashionable. �is labelling is done by check-

ing the top 100 items in (ψuji ). We compute popularity of these 100

items in the dataset and sum them up; if the value is higher than a

threshold, then we say that the persona is fashionable otherwise

Table 5: Demographic analysis for fashionable and individu-

alistic users in di�erent categories found by SOPER. SOPER

makes it feasible to derive such insights from session logs.

Attribute Married Single 15-

24

25-

34

Mix 0.56 0.44 0.27 0.48

Individualistic 0.61 0.39 0.25 0.48

Fashionable 0.33 0.67 0.42 0.45

individualistic. We set the threshold as the average of {γuj } across

all dimensions, and personas of all users. Using the labels of the

personas, we categorize users into one of three categories: (i) all

personas are fashionable, (ii) all personas are individualistic, and

(iii) mix of both fashionable and individualistic personas.

We notice in Table 4 that, a signi�cant number of users have mix

of both fashionable and individualistic personas found by SOPER,

which are either labelled as fashionable or individualistic by LDA.

We also notice that for 12.6% of users who had shopped for 3 occa-

sions, SOPER accurately retrieves them. �e fraction increases to

24% for users who had shopped for 4 distinct occasions.

Demographic study. In Table 5, we analyse sub-populations

of users by categorizing them into fashionable, individualistic, and

mix of both based on personas inferred by SOPER. We observe that

younger users are more fashionable and as age increases their pref-

erence becomes more taste inclined, which goes with the intuition

because as we grow our taste develops. �e marital status of users’

shows that users who are single are more fashionable while married

user tend to be more individualistic. Such demographic analysis is

possible only through SOPER.

�alitative study. It is intuitive that, more users will have com-

mon fashionable personas, but individual personas will vary quite

a lot across users. In order to understand this fact, we inspect the

personas discovered by SOPER, and we found unison. In Figure 6,

we give one instance of discovered personas by SOPER. It could

be seen that both user-1 and user-2 have similar fashion choices

but their individual taste di�ers. One user has preferences for low

price ethnic wears suitable for casual occasions while other user

has preferences of high price ethnic wear suitable for party and

festive occasions.



(a) User 1 - Indiv Persona (b) User 1 - Fashion Persona

(c) User 2 - Indiv Persona (d) User 2 - Fashion Persona

Figure 6: Example of personas of users tagged using SOPER.

Notice that, both users have similar fashionable persona,

but they have very di�erent individualistic personas.

4.4 Application on recommendation

A�er empirically verifying SOPER, we will show one application

of SOPER on recommendation.

Evaluation setting. We discuss metrics and baselines for our

experiments.

Metrics. We will use AUC, which measures the ability of a rec-

ommender system to rank relevant items higher than the irrelevant

items. �e estimated ranking is evaluated on the test dataset of each

user using AUC. Let Tu be the test set for the user u and Lu be the

train set of user u. Following [13], we compute AUC is computed

as follows:

AUC =
1

U

∑
u ∈[U ]

1

|E(u)|

∑
(i, j)∈E(u)

I(Ri > Rj ), (13)

where E(u) is set of evaluation pairs de�ned as

E(u) = {(i, j) | i ∈ Tu ∧ j < Lu ∪Tu }, (14)

and I(.) is an indicator variable such that it returns 1 if the predicate

is true, else returns 0. Ri is the rank of i , assigned by the recom-

mender system under study. A higher AUC value indicates be�er

recommendation quality.

Baselines. LDA based method by [9] is the closest to our work and

is an immediate baseline. We also compare the recommendations

made by SOPER with several other competitive baselines including

variants of the Matrix Factorisation (MF) based approaches.

• Most Popular (MP) : �is baseline recommends the

most popular item to all the users, does not a�empt at

personalising in any way.

• SVD-MF: �e SVD-based Matrix Factorisation algorithm.

• BPR-MF: Introduced in [13], this algorithm directly op-

timises a surrogate to AUC.

• WR-MF: Weighted Regularised Matrix Factorisation method

[10] is a con�dence-weighted version of the matrix factori-

sation suitable for implicit-feedback datasets.

Evaluation by varying number of neighbours. For each

data-set, the AUC over test data of LDA and SOPER is compared

with varying number of nearest neighbours. From Table 6, it can

be seen that AUC values for SOPER increase faster as compared to

LDA as the number of nearest neighbours increases. Also, with the

Table 6: AUC by varying number of nearest neighbours with

number of styles = 40.

k-NN 1 2 5 10 15 20

DW

LDA 0.54 0.56 0.62 0.67 0.71 0.73

SOPER 0.60 0.64 0.7 0.77 0.80 0.82

DM

LDA 0.514 0.527 0.56 0.601 0.631 0.652

SOPER 0.512 0.52 0.564 0.64 0.689 0.722

Table 7: AUCby varying number of styleswith�xednumber

of nearest neighbours as 10.

# Styles 20 40 60 80

DW

MP 0.67 0.67 0.67 0.67

SVD-MF 0.68 0.66 0.64 0.62

WR-MF 0.69 0.72 0.74 0.74

BPR-MF 0.69 0.72 0.71 0.73

LDA 0.68 0.67 0.67 0.66

SOPER 0.67 0.77 0.83 0.84

DM

MP 0.65 0.65 0.65 0.65

SVD-MF 0.65 0.64 0.61 0.60

WR-MF 0.68 0.62 0.61 0.66

BPR-MF 0.72 0.69 0.70 0.65

LDA 0.66 0.65 0.64 0.63

SOPER 0.74 0.72 0.74 0.73

increase in number of styles, SOPER can beat LDA with very less

number of nearest neighbours. �is indicates that, SOPER learns

be�er from users’ activity logs than LDA.

Evaluation by varying number of styles. �e baselines other

than LDA do not have a notion of style, so we vary number of

styles for LDA and SOPER, and vary number of factors for the MF

based methods. Table 7 summarizes the results. As the number

of factors increase in each baseline, the AUC value increases and

shows consistency at high values. SOPER outperforms all other

methods consistently except when number of styles is 20. �is is

understandable because, SOPER learns multiple personas for each

user and hence prefers higher number of styles.

Evaluation for fashionable and individualistic users.

Using the method described in Section 4.3, we classify users as

fashionable, and individualistic based on their prominent persona.

We compare SOPER with LDA on these two sub-populations and

report AUC in Table 8. We have kept the number of nearest neigh-

bours �xed to 10. It can be observed that as the number of styles

increases LDA and SOPER both improve, but SOPER consistently

outperform LDA for fashionable users. On the remaining set of

users who display a strong sense of individuality, SOPER beats LDA

with a much higher margin. �is shows that SOPER captures be�er

personas of users.



Table 8: AUC for fashionable, and individualistic users with

umber of nearest neighbours as 10.

# Styles 20 40 60 80

DM

Fashionable

SOPER 0.71 0.70 0.77 0.78

LDA 0.62 0.67 0.68 0.69

Individualistic

SOPER 0.65 0.63 0.64 0.65

LDA 0.59 0.59 0.58 0.58

DW

Fashionable

SOPER 0.67 0.84 0.89 0.91

LDA 0.67 0.75 0.80 0.82

Individualistic

SOPER 0.67 0.76 0.82 0.833

LDA 0.68 0.66 0.65 0.646

4.5 Discussion

Table 2 asserts that SOPER is not only able to model held-out dataset

be�er than LDA, but also detects consistent styles. �ese results

provide basic validation on the applicability of SOPER on lifestyle

dataset. More interestingly, from Figure 4, and Figure 5, we see

that styles detected by SOPER correlates with common sense. �is

is signi�cant because, SOPER did not use item a�ributes during

learning, but while evaluating the performance we see that SOPER

is able to learn coherent styles in terms of a�ributes.

Our �ndings in Table 4 conform to the fact that many users

follow fashion trends whereas there are many users who have

more individuality; however most of the users demonstrate mix

of both personas. Such observations are beyond the scope of state

of the art methods which fail to model personas. One interesting

observation from Table 4 is that, LDA tries to label many users as

individualistic which is merely due to the fact that, there is a long-

tail phenomenon in users logs, that is a large number of users have

purchased a large number of unpopular items, which is a common

trend in e-commerce. In such cases, fashionable persona of a user

becomes rare statistically and LDA �nds it hard to detect. Figure 6

illustrates SOPERś ability to uncover multiple personas from the

session-logs, by citing two users who possess similar fashionable

personas, yet widely di�erent individualistic personas. Table 3

shows that, SOPER is able to �nd more consistent personas on

various a�ributes and combination of a�ributes.

Signi�cance of this study is that, SOPER allows us to analyse

sub-population of e-commerce users based on various parameters

and their preferences; to get more understanding of users through

correlation between a�ributes like gender, occupation etc and their

individuality (Table 5). For example, with age people have shown

more taste towards individualism. Such analysis gives extra advan-

tage to e-commerce companies to make their business plans.

One key evaluation is through AUC which objectively validates

that modeling of personas can model users much be�er and SOPER

is able to �nd more meaningful nearest neighbors that gives be�er

accuracy in predicting items to recommend.

5 CONCLUSION

Understanding the personas of an indvidual is central to recom-

mending lifestyle products. �ere has been li�le work done in this

direction. �e problem is further complicated by the lack of proper

techniques to model personas. Inferring the simplices over personas

are not straightforward and require borrowing techniques from

recent advances in Machine Learning and Statistics. �e model is

�exible and can adapt to the change in behaviour of an user.
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